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 The LEGOLAND® Windsor Resort Hotel is located on the edge of the magical LEGOLAND theme park where imagination runs free 
and the fun never stops! The Allison Pike Partnership delivered outstanding architectural design which guaranteed the excitement of 
the park continued in to the hotel. With LEGO® themed rooms throughout even the washrooms were designed to make an 
enthusing impression. 

Amwell Systems were chosen to supply the washrooms for this hotel 
due to their flexible approach to client requirements. For this 
particular project bespoke LEGO laminate prints were a must, making 
Amwell the obvious choice. Amwell’s Minima range was selected due 
to the contemporary and stylish design, enhancing the fantastic 
graphics through slim line stainless steel pilasters and head rail. 

Minima is available in a range of materials to suit individual project 
requirements. Appointed contractors Speymill chose Amwell’s 
Minima in High Pressure Laminate (HPL) to accommodate the 
bespoke laminate print. Hotel Designer Nigel Woods from the Merlin 
Entertainments Group said ‘the materials used enable the door 
graphics to be very durable and child friendly’. 

Minima uses a seamless fixing system of continuous concealed T 
sections secured with polished snake eye fixings, which provides a 
high quality design driven result. Dan Aresti of Speymill noted that 
alongside Amwell’s high product quality and strong design they were 
also ‘competitively priced’. 

Gareth Reed from Allison Pike Architects commented that Amwell 
had provided products with ‘really good design and quality’ 
complemented by the service received as Gareth added ‘the 
specification manager provided a very useful service in an advisory 
capacity and in bringing samples to site’. 

Amwell are proud to be involved with such a unique project and to 
provide products for an environment created for fun and family 
entertainment. In relation to Amwell’s involvement on the project, 
Gareth Reed commented that the cubicles ‘add to the whole 
experience of the hotel’.
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